G35 coupe 2005

Fast, stylish and relatively affordable, the rear-drive G35 sedan and the coupe offer high levels
of performance and luxury. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Average interior materials quality, touchy
brakes. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the G35 for
sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop
near Edmunds' Expert Review. The sedan receives exterior styling revisions with a new hood,
grille, bumpers, side sills, taillights and wheels. Sedans now make as much power as the
coupes -- hp up from and lb-ft of torque also up from on models with an automatic
transmission. Coupes and sedans equipped with a manual transmission get even more power
hp but sacrifice 10 lb-ft of torque. Sedans with the sport suspension package also pick up inch
wheels and drilled aluminum pedals. All G35s get a redesigned instrument panel and console
area with aluminum or wood trim, and the manual transmission has been improved to provide a
lower shifting effort. A Sport version of the coupe debuts this year and includes an even firmer
suspension, a limited-slip differential, inch forged alloy wheels and drilled aluminum pedals.
Oddly, though, Brembo brakes are no longer available on manual-shift coupes. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. Beautiful, reliable, sports GT I purchased this car in July of and
have not regretted it for a single moment. I chose a diamond graphite coupe, 6MT revup, with
black leather interior. I wanted a sports coupe that provided a sense of luxury and performance
without breaking the bank. Though I knew both BMWs were better performers, I decided against
them after extensive research that showed I would likely experience expensive regular
maintenance and frequent, costly repairs. The G37 was also faster and had an upgraded, nicer
interior, but the exterior left something to be desired for my taste. This car is extremely reliable,
low cost maintenance, and loads of fun. I literally look forward to driving it every day. The G35
coupe is truly a beautiful car with a timeless design and I get compliments on it all the time from
tuners, luxury car owners, to casual, young and old. I would argue it is one of Infiniti's best
exterior designs. Concerning maintenance costs, this car has been great. I purchased it with
50k on the odometer and with it being a daily driver, it now has k on the odometer. Used part
PROS It still holds its own next to the newest designs. It was truly innovative and
groundbreaking at its debue and it still shows today with the timeless, classic lines, defining its
motif. Strong, responsive engine. With hp it is not the fastest out there but still a competitive
performer. This particular engine is shared with the 35th anniversary Z hp engine. The only
difference in the intake assembly making a difference of about 2hp. With the Z 'Z tube' you get
to the even hp mark. SOUND - the exhuast note is glorious almost exotic and coveted by many
car enthusiasts. One of the best 6 cylinder exhaust notes around, especially in this price range.
Most are either too raspy, high pitched or simply unheard. I get thumbs up all the time for the
G's unique, tonal qualities. Pure bliss It does burn a little oil I have a 16 month old and a 3
month old and I can get them both in the back seat. One forward facing and one rear facing
child seat with plenty of room for myslef at 6ft. Trunk space is actually decent and the rear seats
let down for larger items. Headroom is good up front, but the back not so much for taller
passengers. With the low stanced Nismo-tuned sport suspension, this car has a firm ride no
doubt. I don't mind it much, but my wife and other passengers have stated it is less than
desireable. It is smooth on the open highway, but does not absorb bumps and potholes well as
you would expect from a 'luxury car'. It is slightly softer than the Z. The clutch is noisy and
chattery. You really notice it when sitting at drive thrus. Mine is even more noisy since I
replaced the flywheel with a single mass, opposed to the oem dual mass. An average mix of
leather, plastics, and real aluminum trim that were fair and comparable for the mid 's. The stereo
sounds good but the interface is old and dated. I have since replaced it with a modern
double-din touch screen that resolves this and many other technology related desires. TIRE
WEAR - in its stock configuration, this car's camber setup eats up tires inner wear and does not
have the adjustability needed to align for long wear. However, I purchased SPC's front and rear
camber kit and can get a flat alignment that wears even for 40k. Anyway, I could get a lot more
granular with this review but all things considered, I absolutely love this car. The pros outweigh
the bad by multitudes. It has been a great car and I plan on keeping it for years to come. I am a

detail enthusiast and take immaculate care of all vehicles I own, so I expect it to continue
running and looking great. I would definitely recommend it to someone who is looking for a
classy, reliable, grand tourer Read less. Front tires need replaced every 7k miles. Love driving
this car, except for the front tire wear. I am on my second set of front tires in 1 yr. Both sets of
tires have had uneven wear on the inside treads, about every other 1" of tire there is a flat and
peak area. If you want a sports car with a luxury feel, get the G35 coupe. This car is simply
awesome. It isnt overly common like the BMW 3 series, but it handles just as great. It is very
pretty to look, and then again it isn't in the shop every other week like my old A4. My one gripe
with this car would have to be the fuel economy, if your lucky you'll avg about 20mpg for a tank,
compared to the 30 of the A4. But then again somthing needs to fuel that monster. The G blows
all of them away. It gives you much more power that is much more reliable then all of its
competitors and for a lower price. Beautiful, fast, reliable but Bought this coupe used with only
24, miles on it. Loved the exterior styling and the handling still do. It's been very reliable except
the drivers side power window, but I only put about miles a year on the car. The owners manual
recommends premium gas but it will drive OK on regular. Bose sound system is fine. I don't
have nav. Climate control works great. Front seats are OK, but my wife complains about them
and about getting out of the low seat. Not much knee room in back. Interior materials were
never luxurious but still look nice. Trunk is a little small but the back seat folds down for extra
cargo space. The car sits low, which looks good and maybe aids handling and aerodynamics,
but can be a problem with parking blocks, large potholes and other roadway hazards where
underside clearance could be an issue. Pros: Outstanding handling and plenty of power. Very
stable and fun to drive on the highway, if it is not icy or snowy. Drives well in town too, if not icy
or snowy. Exhaust has nice but not intrusive tone. Solid, gorgeous, sporty car. Cons: Road
noise is high at all speeds above 20 mph. New, quiet-tread tires help some, but still noisy by
modern standards; gas mileage not great even using premium, would be better if the automatic
had another gear or two; terrible traction in snow with just all-season tires; have replaced
drivers side window motor twice. But for the road noise and the lack of traction in snow, I would
drive this car anywhere the roads are paved and good, across the country or across town. Write
a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the G
Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. A very
professional Establisment,,, The car I bought is very good quality,, The business make you feel
as if you are really comfortable,,, The numbers were on and everything went as plan,,,thanx. I
am happy with the vehicle that I purchased. It is in really good condition. The sales man,
Ahmed, was considerate and helped me accomplish my goal. Someone did respond, but offered
very little info other than a one 1 word answer and nothing more. Good luck with your sale.
Tried to make a deal but they not budge on price. A day after contacting weaver via car gurus, I
called them to get information about the car. Two days later, I received an email. I responded
that I would like the car fax and also asked a couple of questions. Two days later, no response.
This is a Great place to purchase a car. Thanks Jason. What an amazing experience. They really
took care of me since the minute I even inquired about this car. Good deal and great vibes. I test
drove their car but I found out that I needed a larger car. They were very helpful. Excellent
experience we had. Mo was very straight forward. No hassle in completing the deal. He took
care of every thing what he promised. Mike was fantastic!!! He was the greatest!!!! Easy to
contact, answered quickly, very good salesman, the dealership seemed kind of dirty, as sales
manager was vaping when we arrived otherwise good experience, car had some rust so did not
buy it! This dealer tried to use pressure tactics to force a deal. Needless to say, we walked away
and found a better deal and more accommodating dealer in Peoria. The person I dealt with was
very helpful and answered all my questions plus madegood suggestions. Inwould use them
again. Put up a few procedural barriers to making a deal. Would not take a large deposit to hold
the vehicle for a week, while I traveled out of state. Would not make a counter offer. After
surmounting those barriers, they provided quite good customer service. A test drive revealed
some issues with the car, and Uptown made a good offer of compensation for those issues.
Overall, good to work with. We drove from VA to purchase a car
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from Uptown. I was very pleased with my experience. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search

results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller:
Abrahm. Mansfield, TN Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Adam.
Houston, TX Message Seller. Why Use CarGurus?

